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The heart of the B-class
Our Gravis combines the highest safety characteristics with a powerful performance and precision.
As cross country glider with strong thermal and hike & fly characteristics which can be found in the 

heart of the EN-B category.
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Weight at size M: 4,4 kg
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A minimal impulse at the A-lines is enough to fill 
this light weight evenly and to raise it constantly 
without hanging back.

The high passive safety gives you a secure feeling 
at all times. Nevertheless the steering impulses 
are being transferred easily and precisely to the 
canopy. The perfectly balanced steering behavior 
enables you to center the Gravis in thermals and 
difficult and wind shifted thermal tubes.

The Gravis has excellent gliding abilities, even 
in moving air, also due to its minimalistic line 
structure. However its complete performance is 
only shown when the speed bar is pressed. This 
takes it in the top performance category.

The well-balanced mixture out of safety, precision 
and performance makes Gravis to the ideal 
companion for stress-free-, fun-, thermal- and 
cross country flights.

The characteristics

V-TAPE-TYP LINE-GEOMETRY DUAL
3D-SHAPING

TOP- & BUTTOM SAIL
& INSIDE

NUMBER OF CELLSMINIRIPS SHARK NOSE
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THE Look
Like all Icaro gliders the design of Sitta is 
determined by a unique detail of the Icaro 
Edelweiss flower, selected to match the 
characteristics of the glider and your desire to 
make a good impression in the sky.

You can choose your style from one of those 
two color options:

Who is it for
Due to the highest levels of current construction technology and material choice the GRAVIS is 

perfectly suitable for all cross country and thermal pilots but also for EN-B newcomers.
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